ABSTRACT. We propose new Degroot-type social learning models with feedback in a continuous time, to investigate the effect of a noisy information source on consensus formation in a social network. Unlike the standard Degroot framework, noisy information models destroy consensus formation. On the other hand, the noisy opinion dynamics converge to the equilibrium distribution that encapsulates correlations among agents' opinions. Interestingly, such an equilibrium distribution is also a non-equilibrium steady state (NESS) with a non-zero probabilistic current loop. Thus, noisy information source leads to a NESS at long times that encodes persistent correlated opinion dynamics of learning agents.
INTRODUCTION
A central quest in the field of opinion dynamics is to understand how opinion exchange among individuals in a social network can give rise to emergent social phenomena such as consensus formation, polarization, and fragmentation of opinions. Due to advances in information technology and accessibility to massive social data, empirical studies of opinion dynamics have received increasing attentions and provide insights into developing quantitative models of opinion dynamics [ON10, BHf11, LMF + 07, SAA11, FGSR + 13, DGM14]. Even before the social media age, many theoretical models had been proposed to explain social phenomena. Among the most studied ones are the Voter model [CM, Hp75] and its variants [CFL09] , which describe dynamics of discrete opinions in a population, such as electoral votes for political parties, through the lens of interacting particle systems [Lig85] . Although these models are highly idealized, tools from discrete classical spin models in statistical mechanics can be employed to elucidate that consensus formation is a collective phenomenon, similar to how a magnetic ordered phase can emerge from microscopic interactions among discrete-valued spins in magnetic systems [CFL09, KRBN10] .
Another class of models, which is the focus of this work, concerns dynamics of continuous opinions, such as traders' beliefs on a stock value in a financial market. One of the paradigmatic models is DeGroot's repeated linear updating model [Deg74] . In Degroot's model of continuous opinion dynamics, each agent i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} holds a real-valued opinion X i t ∈ [0, 1]. At each time step, agents synchronously update their opinions by taking the weight average of others' opinions:
where A ij is a right stochastic matrix with non-negative entries. Namely, n j=1 A ij = 1 which represents weight average belief update. An entry A ij shall be interpreted as an influence of agent j's opinion on agent i, or the degree of trust that agent i has on agent j's opinion. This mathematical setup is equivalent to a Markov chain defined on a directed graph, where a non-zero entry of the influence matrix A ij > 0 specifies a directed edge from node j to node i. Depending on the social graph structure encoded in the influence matrix A ij , different dynamical scenarios could arise [Deg74, GS16, GM10, MT
+ 17]. For instance, in a strongly connected social network (A is irreducible), convergence to a consensus is guaranteed (i.e., there exist an X * such that lim t→∞ X i t = X * for every agent i) if and only if the network is aperiodic [GM10] . Generalizations of DeGroot's model that account for a social assumption of bounded confidence, where only agents with nearby opinions interact, can also lead to consensus formation [CFL09] . These boundedconfidence models such as Deffuant model [DNAW00] and Hegselmann-Krause model [Hs02] also exhibit polarization (formation of two opinion clusters are formed), fragmentation of opinions (formation of many opinion clusters), and possess rich dynamical behaviours due to their non-linear update rules [CFL09] .
Experimental studies reveal that individuals tend to adopt Degroot-like learning in many situations [BBC17, CLX15] . Although Bayesian learning models with priors are alternatives to describing learning rules, the computation is more cumbersome as the agents need to keep track of both their prior distributions and update their posteriors. For simplicity, we will study opinion dynamics that arise from DeGroot-type learning, with the focus on the role of noise inherent in the information source on the opinion dynamics of the entire populations.
1.1. Our Contribution. We recast Degroot learning from discrete to continuous time in a clear manner. We ask the same questions on consensus formation as game theorists do. However, we use at our disposal tools from Itô calculus, permitting us to garner further insights into the stochastic nature of noisy opinion dynamics. We then shift gear to study the corresponding probability transition density. The Fokker-Planck equation formalism simplifies the analysis, uncovering non-equilibrium steady state (NESS) inherent in the long-time stationary distribution. To our knowledge, our work is the first to introduce new noisy Degroot models and relate them to NESS in statistical mechanics.
ORGANIZATION
In order to utilize the tools from stochastic process to analyse noisy social learning, we first convert discrete-time to continuous-time dynamics and discuss consensus formation criterion in Section 3. An explicit method is demonstrated that makes use of the link between discrete and continuous Markov chains.
Noisy dynamics are introduced in Section 4. White noise is added and the Itô interpretation is taken. Questions studied include synchronization of opinions. The Fokker-Planck equation is introduced and its connections with the corresponding SDE are detailed. The concept of flux in this setting is also explained. In section 5, we study the Fokker-Planck equation and how it converges to an asymptotic measure. The techniques are borrowed from a recent paper in mathematics [BGG12] . While existing methods are known to answer this question, the method we show presents a cleaner argument. Also in this section, the case for non-symmetric interaction is analysed. The symmetric case has an easy interpretation and can be solved using different methods. The non-symmetric case presents new challenges. Symmetry here means that agents put the same weight on the opinion as their counterpart. In the the discrete model it means A ij = A ji .
Section 6 represents a combination of diverse ideas and tools. If the number of agents is different from the number of Brownian drivers, then there is no guarantee that the resulting transition density of the FokkerPlanck equation is regular. The notion of a Kalman controllability matrix is introduced. Control theory make the analysis easier. With just one source of uncertainty, the system can still have a proper probability density in R n depending on how agents learn. This naturally leads us to the formation of non-equilibrium steady state (with broken detailed balance). For the case of only two agents, an analytical formula is known for the large-time limit distribution, and section 7 expands on this concrete example.
CONSENSUS FORMATION IN A CONTINUOUS TIME
The discrete-time repeated update of Eq. (1.1) is known to converge to an equilibrium value (consensus), provided the weight matrix A is irreducible [Deg74] . A variant of Degroot's model that accounts for a stubborn agent whose opinion is fixed atσ is proposed; the stubborn agent can influence the opinions of the entire populations to converge toσ under appropriate conditions of A [VMP18] . Although both models lead to consensus formation, the model with a stubborn agent enforces the consensus formation among all the agents to agree on that of the stubborn oneσ. The opinion of the stubborn agent can be interpreted as valuable information, from which other agents seek to acquire. [VMP18] argues that such variant of DeGroot's learning rule can plausibly capture opinion dynamics among trading agents in a financial market, in which influential expert opinions on valuable yet unknown stock values can potentially drive the market's beliefs on the stock values to equilibrium (consensus formation).
Let A be a row-stochastic matrix,σ be the equilibrium value times the column vector (1, 1, . . . , 1), and E ≡ diag(ε 1 , ε 2 , . . . , ε n ) be the diagonal matrix of learning rates that are non-negative; we first recall the discrete-time update from [VMP18] ; for the opinion vector X t ∈ R n , X t+1 = AX t + E(σ − X t ).
[VMP18] established exponentially fast convergence toσ. What about the large-time limit in a continuoustime model? To do so, we need to go from discrete-time dynamics to the continuous-time. Let us rewrite the above equation to account for the fact that time is not moving forward in unit steps but in units of dt and subtract X t from both sides. The learning rates are now also with respect to time increment dt. Also we denoteσ =σ    1 . . .
1
   for brevity. Then, X t+dt = AX t + Edt(σ − X t ) implies X t+dt − X t = (A − I)X t + Edt(σ − X t ).
Dividing the above equation by dt and taking limits as dt → 0 gives
(A − I) dt X t + E(σ − X t ),
From continuous time Markov chain theory we know that
is an infinitesimal generator matrix whose rows sum to zero. Although Q can be infinite for an infinite number of states, we restrict attention to the finite case. Actually, our continuous time version model is the continuous counterpart to Degroot learning. It is a mixture of the models from [Abe64, Tay68] :
(3.1)Ẋ t = QX t + E(σ − X t ).
Definition 1. [SK08]
The properties of a valid Q on a finite or countable set I are for all i, j ∈ I:
(1) non-positive diagonals q ii ≤ 0, (2) non-negative off-diagonals q ij ≥ 0 for i = j, (3) zero row sum q ii = − j =i q ij or j q ij = 0.
Definition 1 requires a bit more explanation. In discrete time, the agent was averaging her opinion with respect to everyone else, including her own through weights matrix A. Once we pass to continuous time. The interpretation is slightly different.
Example 2. Consider E = 0, so there is no learning or feedback and examine agent i's dynamics are given by ODĖ
Proof. We start by simplifying the ODEs and solve it,
So the solution is
In order for the above equation to make sense, we require lim t→∞ X 0 e Bt = 0. This is however, precisely ensured when B has negative real eigenvalues when E > 0, all the learning rates are strictly positive. This can easily be shown from Gershgorin's circle theorem on eigenvalues. No connectedness assumption is made on A or its generator matrix Q; the underlying embedded graph could be entirely unconnected. Agents can be totally disconnected in a graphical sense or can learn and interact from each other and be strongly connected. Provided agents are learning X 0 e Bt = 0. We look at the second term in the solution. Substituting y = t − s and dy = −ds and making a change of variables yields As Eσ is a constant it comes out of the integration. And as we assumed that B has full rank and so invertible, therefore t 0 e By dy = B −1 (e Bt − I).
By taking the limits t → ∞, the right hand side converges to B −1 (The negative eigenvalues of B ensure that e Bt converges to zero as t → ∞.) In the end, we get that
In fact, the above limit of X t isσ =σ
where we have slightly abused the notation ofσ to stand for the constant vector or the scalar. Why is the limitσ? Consider, expanding out B
Recall that the rows of Q sum to zero, thus
Or in more compact form,
Therefore, without noise, our continuous time dynamics converge to the consensus value. Corollary 4. Suppose the original interaction matrix A is the identity matrix, there is no interaction between agents and E > 0. Then there is still consensus.
Proof of the above is just a special case of the above proof where Q = 0 as A = I. In this case, the setting reduces to the one-dimensional version and we still have convergence to consensus. We are now ready to formally introduce noise to continuous time dynamics. A remark should be made here. In the later sections, we will require Q to be symmetric thus ensuring convergence to equilibrium. The analysis so far does not require Q to be symmetric. If it were, that means agent i and j weigh beliefs the same way. 
NOISE AND SDE
Noise to the continuous time evolution reflects a reality of interaction. While deterministic dynamics serve as a useful benchmark, they ignore the presence of outside interference to the system. Adding noise permits us to study richer phenomenon. However, even here the issue is not straightforward. Though it seems there is a best way to proceed. There are several ways to introduce noise in coupled ODEs either as an independent shock or in the feedback term. Should the noise be Gaussian or Poissonian? Since we are interested in a continuous process in the evolution of opinions, attention will be restricted to Gaussian case. Non-Gaussian noise would introduce too much complexity in the modelling framework. Even with this type of noise, several difficulties remain. Consider a Gaussian white noise Γ t (random vector) with mean zero and independent components, ∀t ≥ 0
The primary interest is the asymptotic probability distribution of X t , which, without loss of generality, we can setσ = 0. Our new SDE becomes
where W t is n-dimensional. Heuristically,Ẇ t = Γ t is seen as a Brownian motion in the learning term. In reality, the formal time derivative does not exist mathematically, but we interpret it as such in a distributional sense [Eva12] . Introducing noise gives us two options. We prefer the Itô over Stratonovich representation as the standard tools of stochastic calculus help greatly. Henceforth, we will use the Itô interpretation unless a special case of the Stratonovich is required.
4.1. Constant drift and diffusion. The first case to study is when Q and E are constant. The primary interest is when the noise term is different to all players. The above process can be written (letting
where C is the n × n diagonal matrix of learning rates and dW t is an n-dimensional Brownian motion. Actually, this is a linear SDE because the number of independent Brownian drivers is the same as the number of agents n. We could take an m-dimensional Brownian motion, where m < n. In this case, the regularity of the asymptotic or transition density of X t is not guaranteed. So we concentrate on the simplest case first to analyse the opinion dynamics.
For a solution to exist, assume that the initial condition X 0 is independent of the filtration generated by the process X t or W t . The initial condition can be random or given. Let F 0 = σ(X 0 ) be the sigma algebra of X 0 and assume that the Brownian motion admissible filtration{F t } t≥0 is independent of F 0 . If X 0 is random we assume that E[|X 0 | 2 ] < ∞. An alternative way to say this is that the solution depends on the initial condition X 0 . As B and E are constant the Lipschitz condition and linear growth bound are trivially satisfied.
The solution of (4.2) is (4.3)
and can be verified using simple differentiation, where x 0 is some fixed initial condition.
The mean is E(X t ) = e Bt x 0 and the covariance matrix is E (X t − EX t ) (X t − EX t ) .
The rules of Itô calculus apply and
because it is an Ito integral with constant coefficients. Itô integrals are Gaussian and this result can be see in [Eva12] . Note that that if E[X 0 ] = 0, then E[X t ] = 0 ∀t > 0 and the covariance matrix can be simplified
recalling Ito isometry we obtain
In any case, lim t→∞ E(X t ) = 0. The influence of any fixed non-zero initial condition diminishes because B is asymptotically stable: its eigenvalues are negative. One thing to note is that we are interested in the covariance matrix and not the autocorrelation E (X t − EX t ) (X s − EX s ) for different times s, t.
The covariance matrix of process X t
By EE e B y dy.
The last equality follows by simple change of variables. The corresponding asymptotic covariance matrix is easily obtained from the last equation
By EE e B y ds.
Model 4.2 can be described by superscripts denoting components for each row
The following draws mainly from [Pav11] . Let Σ = EE , then the Fokker-Planck equation, PDE governing the transition density p, is
or in more compact form if Σ is constant
Without loss of generality suppose that the initial condition is fixed at X 0 = 0. The solution of model 4.2 is a Gaussian process with mean 0 and covariance
Recall Leibniz rule for derivative of integrals
Using this rule and differentiating 4.6 with respect to t, we obtain
The asymptotic solution C * occurs when dCt dt = 0. Thus, one way to obtain the solution of C * is to solve the so called Lyapunov equation.
Another way is to solve 4.4, but both are difficult [Gra04] and numerical procedures must be sought. However, we know at least that the probability density of SDE governing the dynamics of n agents is
written in more compact form with x representing the vector and initial conditions
Actually, 4.8 is the solution to the Fokker-Planck equation 4.5. So far we are interested in weak solution to stochastic differential equations, that is the law of the process X t . In many applications, the Brownian path is not known beforehand. The objective is to examine the law governing diffusion processes. By dealing with the Fokker-Planck equation we can ask several questions:
(1) Does the transition density p t converge to a steady-state distribution ρ? (2) How fast is the convergence and can Wasserstein distance determine the rate of convergence? (3) What are the conditions on A, Q and E that ensure X t has a regular probability density?
4.2. Flux. The dynamics of model 3.2 naturally lead us to consider the probability density of evolving opinions. At a high level, the Fokker-Planck equation is the derivative of the probability density with respect to time and is otherwise known as the forward Kolmogorov equation. Since the dynamics are specified by an SDE, the transition density is Gaussian and so is the asymptotic density ρ. However, we cannot solve the long-term covariance matrix C * analytically. One way to examine the long-term density is to investigate the PDE, factoring out the grad ∇ operator
with initial condition p(x, 0) = ρ 0 (x) (4.10) and decaying condition lim There is a decaying condition at infinity as there is no boundary as such. It ensures that the solution to the Fokker-Planck equations remain Gaussian. Let us assume the initial condition is distributed according to ρ 0 (x). A solution to the Fokker-Planck equation provided it exists is a function in C 2,1 (R n , R + ), twice differentiable in x and once in t. The equations above seem to suggest a divergence form. Let us abbreviate the drift which is BX ∈ R n as b(x) ∈ R n . Furthermore, as B is constant its constants can be embedded in a new drift function b : R n → R n and the SDE model is recast as
The diffusion matrix (4.12) Σ = EE T is symmetric and non-negative. In our case it is a diagonal as the learning rates matrix E is strictly positive. To ensure that a solution to the initial value Fokker-Planck equation exists for all times t > 0 and is unique, we need a condition [Eva12] .
Assumption 6 (Uniform Ellipticity). The diffusion matrix is uniformly positive and there exists a constant θ > 0, such that y Σ(x)y ≥ θ y 2 , ∀y ∈ R n uniformly for x ∈ R n .
This condition is necessary to ensure the existence of a transition probability density. Moreover, the assumption is equivalent to Σ being non singular.
For the case of the diffusion matrix Σ being constant, the uniform condition is trivially satisfied. However, earlier we assumed that the learning rates have to be strictly positive. The ellipticity assumption is conveying something a bit stronger. Learning rates can't be arbitrarily small. In a latter section, we will discuss the issue of a transition density still existing even when Σ is singular and introduce the notion of controllability.
Proposition 7. Uniform ellipticity implies learning rates E > θ, for some constant θ > 0.
So in fact, if E not greater than zero, then some agents are not learning and a solution to Equation 4.5 may not exist. Further conditions are needed for the solution to be unique and regular with respect to the Lebesgue measure in R n . When the learning matrix is an identity matrix, Σ = 1, uniform ellipticity is satisfied for some θ ∈ (0, 1). To see this, observe y Σy = y 1y = y 2 > θ y 2 .
Definition 8. The probability flux (current) is the vector
This flux is seen in the earlier version as 4.9. One form of the Fokker-Planck, which is easier to handle (4.13) ∂p ∂t
At the stationary state ∂p ∂t = 0, which means either J st the stationary flux is zero and detailed balance is preserved or J st = ∇ × φ = 0 with a broken detailed-balance; an example of this in a two-player scenario is provided in section 7.
CONVERGENCE TO THE STATIONARY DISTRIBUTION
Model 4.2 is Gaussian since the integrand in the Itô integral is deterministic and bounded. At each point in time a solution to the Fokker-Planck equation is Gaussian but is the large-time limit of p t reaching a steady state? This can be answered using both a physics type of argument and by Wasserstein distances between different solutions to 4.5. The second approach is technical, but we use simpler arguments from [LM13] . First, we start with the simplest case.
5.1. Symmetric interaction. Suppose that the discrete time interaction matrix A is symmetric, then the infinitesimal generator matrix Q is also symmetric leading us to conclude that B in the dynamics 4.2 is symmetric. In this case, the situation simplifies greatly. Moreover the drift can be written as a gradient of a Lyapunov (potential) function. It is now easy to construct a Lyapunov function V (x) = −x Bx. As B is symmetric the gradient can easily be expressed as
where the ∇ is with respect to the spatial dimension variable x ∈ R n ,
The case of zero flux is examined in Appendix B, and is well known in the statistical physics community.
5.1.1. Gradient flows. For the sake of exposition we will assume E = √ 2 I. Agents hold identical positive learning rates. The ensuing analysis doesn't change bar a normalizing constant, so it is dropped. The Fokker-Planck equation for the evolution of the density of belief profiles of agents in R n becomes ∂p ∂t = ∇ · (∇V p + ∇p) (5.1) which corresponds to SDE dynamics
where W t is still a Brownian motion in R n . Suppose µ t is a solution at time t and ν is the stationary solution to Equation 5.1, given some initial datum or starting point x 0 . The stationary solution can be summarized, when the drift is a gradient of a convex funtion V , as
and its probability density as dν(x) = e −V (x) dx. Then one can use techniques from functional analysis and use the Poincaré inequality to show convergence in the L 2 (R n ; e −V ) norm between probability measures weighed by the stationary measure e −V . A good reference for this is [BGG12] . Another approach is use Lyapunov function and examine stochastic stability [Kha11] . Both cases assume reversible diffusions. To generalize this and allow for non-gradient drift form a newer approach is required. This is a vast subject and we cannot do it justice here especially the interplay between functional-analytic and Lyapunov methods. However, we outline a third approach, using Wasserstein distances, neatly summarized in [BGG12] . Recent work in this direction seems to show promise for the case of non-symmetric B -when it cannot be expressed as the grad of a convex functional.
A solution to 5.1 can be thought of a mapping a path of µ t in the space of probability measures P 2 (R n ) converging to the large-time limit or asymptotic distribution. Here P 2 (R n ) plays the role of a space containing probability measures of the diffusion processes with finite second moments. The metric on this space is the Wassertein distance between measures. We take [BGG12] 's cue. Recall the definition of Wasserstein distance between two measures ρ 1 , ρ 2 Definition 10.
with joint distribution π having marginals X ∼ ρ 1 and Y ∼ ρ 2 , and Π the space of all such joint measures.
Wasserstein distances metrize weak convergence (distribution convergence) and so it is natural to study the flow to equilibrium in the space of P 2 (R n ) instead of the process X t . Equation 5.2 is an example of an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with gradient structure. Suppose that there are two initial random starting points X 0 and Y 0 with probability laws µ 0 , ν 0 . Furthermore, let X t and Y t be solutions to 5.2 with the same Brownian driver. With
Bt because the diffusions cancel out. Similar to a coupling argument in discrete time markov chains, our analysis couples the processes X t and Y t . This type of coupling argument is standard for both discrete and continuous time Markov processes. Notice that time derivative for the squared distance simplifies
Assume that Lyapunov function is strongly convex. DenoteB = −B and the Lyapunov function as
Strong convexity is needed here and key in gradient flow type of arguments. Here ∇V =Bx and ∇ 2 V =B is positive definiteB C 1 for positive real constant C and identity matrix I. Consequently (B − C I) 0 from which it follows
Strong convexity is sometimes referred to as uniform ellipticity. The two conditions are the same. Substitute (x − y) for z and simplify
Multiplying condition 5.3 by −2 we finally get that the time derivative of the coupled squared distance process is
This is a simple ODE with starting point (X 0 − Y 0 ) 2 so integrating with respect to time and taking expectations yields
By definition the Wasserstein distance is the infimum of E|X t − Y t | 2 over joint measures satisfying the marginal laws X t ∼ µ t and Y t ∼ ν t . Naturally this implies
Contraction 5.5 is vital to prove that in large time the density converges. So far we have shown that we have a contraction mapping in the space of probability measures with metric W . Villani [Vil09] [Theorem 6.18] shows that the Wasserstein space over a Polish space itself is a Polish space: complete separable metric space. Thus Cauchy sequences converge to a limit in the space of measures. The interaction matrix being symmetric and V being strongly convex are in some sense restrictive assumptions when modelling coordination games or social dynamics; nevertheless they form the starting point for sophisticated analysis. For the Smoluchowski model 5.2, we know the stationary distribution ν. Thus the Wasserstein contraction, if we choose ν 0 as the stationary distribution, is
Thus e −V is the only stationary distribution. So far the discussion was on drifts that can be expressed in gradient form. For the less restrictive case a more careful examination is needed.
Nonsymmetric interaction.
When the drift matrix B is allowed to be non symmetric then the techniques to show convergence to a Gaussian distribution are more involved. However, since matrix B and E are constant it can be shown that the resulting asymptotic density is unique.
Proposition 11. [LM13]
Assume B is asymptotically stable and E is uniformly elliptic. The limiting function p t of 4.9 satisfies
and is the unique density satisfying the condition that divergence of the flux is zero.
To ascertain how fast the transition density in the Fokker-Planck equation reaches the invariant measure, we still need to use sophisticated functional analytical methods from [BGG12] .
SYNCHRONIZATION OF AGENTS: CRITERION FOR DIMENSIONAL REDUCTION OF THE STATIONARY

DISTRIBUTION
Till now our discussion has focused on linear SDEs with the same number of agents as Brownian motions. Indeed, equation 4.2 can be written in the more general form
where W is an r-dimensional Brownian motion independent of the initial vector ξ and B is an n × n matrix as before and E is an n × r matrix. In general, systems could have r < n. Suppose the system has only one Brownian motion (r = 1) affecting all agents, then E becomes column vector and dW t is one dimensional. The diffusion part of the SDE simplifies and can be written in two ways
We will us the last representation, which means all agents are perturbed by only one Brownian motion. For n agents, the natural question to ask is if the transition density is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure? Since we are dealing with Gaussian measures at all times we can restrict our attention to covariance matrices. With a single source of noise is the resulting covariance matrix singular or non-singular? We know from 4.6 that the covariance matrix is
But now notice that here
This is a rank one matrix. So the inner part in the definition of the covariance matrix is of rank one. This presents considerable difficulties. The process X t may be degenerate Gaussian. However, in some cases even with n agents it is not always the case that there is a manifold collapse -the agents opinions lie in a lower dimensional space. It could be that the covariance matrix is still nonsingular. To study this aspect we need to introduce the concept of controllability. In control theory, the typical issue is to determine an input which steers a dynamical system to a certain point at terminal time. The nondegeneracy of the distribution of X t , which is Gaussian, is precisely when the covariance matrix has full rank. This is explained in [KS98] from which we state the definition and result.
Proposition 13. The pair of constant matrices (B, E) is controllable on any interval (0, T ) if and only if the n × n controllability matrix
has rank n.
Actually, this result is proved in more generality by [PZ08] , where the case of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes with jumps is also considered and leads us to the most important remark.
Remark 14.
Controllability is equivalent to the covariance matrix having full rank. Thus, the probability law of X t is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure in R n . If the dynamics are not controllable then the system collapses onto a subspace of R n . Consequently, the asymptotic covariance matrix will not be strictly positive definite and det(C * ) = 0.
In linear systems theory, the covariance matrix is equivalent to a controllability grammian. If the grammian is positive definite, then it is nonsingular. To check whether our model has a probability density we only need to calculate the controllability matrix rank [Ell71] . Consider the following examples where there is a single Brownian driver.
Example 15.
As there is only one source of noise, the learning rates E are kept in column form.
The rank of the controllability matrix [E, BE, B 2 E] is 2, which is easily verified numerically by calculating the rank of matrix
Therefore, with a single Brownian motion, and two agents having the same learning rates we obtain a manifold collapse: the covariance matrix is singular. In effect, with common noise agents 1 and 2 synchronize so that their opinions move together after some time period. Whereas agent three is still learning at a different rate.
It seems in the preceding example, two agents having similar learning rates led to the covariance matrix being singular. On the other hand, let us consider another case with different learning rates.
The resulting controllability matrix
For common noise intuition leads us to conclude that dynamics are also one dimensional. But this is not necessarily true. Although, if any of the agents learn at similar rates it is possible that the phase space is a strict subset of R 3 . Whether the agents opinions all synchronize and the phase space of opinions is just one dimensional remains an open question. Generally, the grammian and controllability condition can help in determining non-singularity of the covariance matrix. It seems odd that even with one source of noise we could have a full absolutely continuous density with respect to the Lebesgue measure in three dimensions. 6.1. Lie Algebras and conditional density. The controllability matrix can be thought of as a Lie bracket. The connection between Lie brackets and conditional densities received a great deal of attention in the early eighties, see [Bro14] for a good survey. Lie brackets are used if B and E are nonlinear functions [WBSS15] . Though for this article, we will only examine linear drift and diffusion matrices. While our perspective is on consensus, control theory literature focuses on the network aspect of controllability: what types of networks are controllable and observable? These aspects are tangential to our main focus on agent behaviour. Control theory provides the techniques to steer a network of agents to a desired value or to control the system's outcome. Several engineering questions may need to be addressed in this case. For example, how many agents or nodes are needed for the system to be controllable. Another aspect would be to control the flow of information.
BROKEN DETAILED BALANCE AND NON-EQUILIBRIUM STATIONARY STATES
In this section, we demonstrate that even in a simple two-agent learning dynamics, where both agents are susceptible to a common noise source, a common noise source can lead to an asymptotic stationary distribution with a broken detailed balance. Thus, this simple opinion dynamics gives rise to a non-equilibrium steady state with a non-zero asymptotic probabilistic current loop discussed in Refs.[MMZ16, MMZ17, ZS07], which we now discuss.
For 2 learning agents, the stochastic dynamics with a common noise and with the consensusσ = 0 follows from Eq. (4.1):
where dW t is a one dimensional Brownian motion. Following the notation in section 4, this can be rewritten as (common among physicists)
where
is a Gaussian white noise process, ∆ is a scaling of the Brownian noise, B = Q − E, with Q 11 = −Q 12 , Q 22 = −Q 21 , and E = diag(ε 1 , ε 2 ) = ε1 0 0 ε2 . For standard Brownian motion and in subsequent analysis we set ∆ = 1.
Unlike usual statistical mechanics problems where the noise in each coordinates are typically assumed uncorrelated, the noise in each coordinate here is identical, encapsulating the situation that the two learning agents are influenced by a common source of noisy information. Nevertheless, we know the asymptotic distribution generated from the above multivariate Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process is a Gaussian distribution with the covariance satisfying Lyapunov equation 4.7, see also the derivations in [Ris84, VK92, Gar85] :
where D is the noise correlation matrix whose matrix elements are defined by
so we identify (as in (4.6))
For two dimensional dynamics, the stationary covariance C * = E[X t X t ] is exactly solvable, see Ref. [Gar85] , and given by
where I is the 2 × 2 identity matrix.
In our case, trB = − (ε 1 + ε 2 + Q 12 + Q 21 ) and detB = (ε 1 ε 2 + ε 2 Q 12 + ε 1 Q 21 ). Straightforward calculations give
, whose eigenvectors and the corresponding eigenvalues are, respectively,
The correlation matrix, its eigenvalues, and eigenvectors determines the profile of the stationary Gaussian distribution
It is interesting to note that when both agents learn at identical rate ε 1 = ε 2 = ε, the stationary covariance matrix C * becomes degenerate with the eigenvectors
and ( 1 1 ) corresponding to the eigenvalue 0 and ε, respectively. This is because the noises cancel out in the (x 1 − x 2 ) coordinate and Eq.(7.2) gives
, meaning that both agents will eventually synchronize at x 1 = x 2 since (Q 12 + Q 21 + ε) > 0. Consequently, when ε 2 = ε 2 = ε, the stationary distribution collapses onto a one-dimensional manifold defined by the line x 1 = x 2 , with the variance given by the eigenvalue ε corresponding to the eigenvector ( 1 1 ). On the other hand, when ε 1 = ε 2 , the stationary distribution is no longer constrained on a one-dimensional synchronization manifold x 1 = x 2 ; in addition, it is also a non-equilbrium steady state (NESS) [ZS07] . Recall the definition of the flux in Def. 8. In the coordinate form, the stationary state flux reads
By conservation of probability, 0 = lim t→∞ ∂ t p(x, t) = ∂ t p st (x) = ∇ · J st (x). Thus, at the stationary state, either J st (x) = 0 or J st (x) = ∇ × f for some non-zero flow field f . The former reflects the detailed balance condition, in which the net probabilistic flux flowing in and out of a volume element surrounding any point x is zero. The latter corresponds to a broken detailed balance, in which non-zero probabilistic current loop persists in the steady states. This current loop is a feature of a NESS [ZS07] which naturally appears in diverse non-equilibrium systems [ZS07, MMZ16, MMZ17, GMGB18, MMVW18]. As a result of the broken detailed balance, the NESS in the two-agent model exhibits correlated oscillation of agents' opinions, despite the imaginary part of the eigenvalues of B are zero, i.e. √ tr 2 B − 4detB ∈ IR. This differs from the well-known mechanism of noise-induced oscillation that arises when the imaginary parts of the linear stability matrix are non-zero, such as in the predator-prey model [MN05] . See Fig. 3 for a more detailed discussion. FIGURE 3. Non-equilibrium steady state (NESS) associated with 2-agent opinion dynamics under a common noise with Q 12 = Q 21 = 0.2, ε 1 = 0.1, ε 2 = 0.7, ∆ = 1. As opposed to when ε 1 = ε 2 , in which the long-time dynamics collapse onto a one-dimensional synchronization manifold x 1 = x 2 , the dynamics here is fully two-dimensional with highly correlated agents' opinions. (a) show correlated dynamics generated from Eq. (7.1) with the initial condition x(0) = (−1, 1), using stochastic Runge-Kutta algorithm, while (b) visualizes the trajectories (orange) in x 1 , x 2 phase space. Black arrows are the vector field associated with deterministic dynamics dx/dt = Bx of Eq. (7.2). For the parameters considered here, the fixed point (red) at (0, 0) is stable, with the linear stability matrix B having all real negative eigenvalues without imaginary parts, i.e. √ tr 2 B − 4detB = 0.52 > 0. However, the interplay between deterministic relaxation and flucutations due to a common noise leads to a NESS with a non-zero probabilistic current loop (e). The stationary density (histogram) shown in (c), constructed from sampling 2 × 10 3 independent realizations of the steady state, agrees well with the predicted Gaussian distribution with the covariance C * given by (7.6), which encodes the correlation E[X 1 (s)X 2 (t)]. The eigendirection with the largest eigenvalue of C * rotates away from the synchronization manifold x 1 = x 2 toward the axis of a faster learning agent (towards x 2 -axis), reflecting that a faster learner is more susceptible to a common noise. Lastly, the stationary flux J st (x) of Eq.(7.10) encodes two-time correlation function E[X i (t)X j (t )]. The vector (flux) field (white arrow) exhibits a non-zero current loop, reflecting a broken detailed balance. The colours encode the strength of the flux. Figures (b) -(e) are shown on the axes' scale [−1.5, 1.5] × [−1.5, 1.5].
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SUMMARY
Studying SDEs with common noise presents considerable difficulties. To ensure that the process sill possesses a regular density, we have to calculate a controllability matrix and be aware of subtle mathematical issues. In mathematics papers, the object of study is the SDE itself and what conditions ensure regularity of the transition and asymptotic densities. However, in many of these types of papers no specific example is given. This paper provides interesting examples within the context of a modelling framework where such regularity conditions are needed. In many instances, theoretical papers fail to provide a strong physical interpretation. By recasting our problem as social learning, we are able to link with theoretical aspects and provide simple yet insightful examples. The connection with the papers of [ZS07, MMZ16] is even stronger. The dynamic social learning models developed give specific instances of non-equilibrium steady states (NESS). Consequently, our work demonstrate a class of simple social learning models that possess NESS.
One implication from our analysis is clear. Being a faster learner with higher learning rate ε translates into more sensitivity to noise. Is this a good property? In financial markets, for example, where agents are all learning and revising their quotes for a stock, the faster learner bears a cost in adjusting her opinion too frequently. At times the noise doesn't convey any real information. At least that is the case when all agents are hit by a common source of noise. From our analysis of the Kalman controllability matrix it is evident that even if some agents use the same learning rates, there could be a collapse of the asymptotic density to a subspace of R n . Due to the nature of interaction, as long as agents are minimally interacting, a few can be stubborn and not learn with ε = 0. This, however, doesn't impact the whole system dynamics converging to a stationary measure. When there are more sources of uncertainty, it is not clear whether being a faster or slower learner is better. Thus far, we have not considered costs that agents bear when they update and revise. Appendix A gives detail on possible ways a cost function may be constructed. A natural extension would be to consider costs and time varying network topologies of trust matrix A. Indeed, this would open up connections with Reinforcement learning and Mean-field games. APPENDIX A. GAME THEORY Following Refs. [BKO15, GS14] , we discuss the connection of the DeGroot model with and without experts (stubborn agents) to game theoretic concepts in economics and computer science. Nash equilibria is a key concept in economics but increasingly in computer science as it has implications for equilibrium and computational complexity. Certain games may not even have an equilibrium. Here we give a heuristic argument of how our update rule (4.2) may arise with a given cost function.
Opinions Remarkably, this is our original updating rule in discrete time. Our Degroot updaters are myopic; they only care for the one period ahead forecast and cost. If all agents are following this rule, which is the case in our model, then it is a coordination game and everybody reaches the unique Nash equilibrium. lim t→∞ x1(t) = x2(t) = · · · = xn(t).
The agents don't have an incentive to deviate from their best response. Speed of convergence and stubborn agents are discussed at length in [GS14] [Lemma 1], where consensus is defined to be a convex combination of initial opinions of stubborn players. Actually our model reduces to the model of stubborn agents. If we only have one stubborn agent XE, then everybody converges to this opinion. While convergence time is interesting our focus is on the connections to game theoretic ideas. The fact we have noise complicates the picture and the concept of Nash equilibrium in its usual static case needs to be reinterpreted in terms of stationary distributions.
Averaging opinions in social networks can be seen as optimal in myopic sense. Agents optimize their own costs. If a social planner was to optimise the total costs then perhaps another strategy and optimal solution may exist. In this case, the price of anarchy captures how selfish agents may guide the system to one equilibrium that may not be efficient from society's point of view. In actuality, for the dynamics we have taken in the main body of paper, the agents are myopic but in financial markets there is no central planner. Prices of assets are determined by interaction and complex dynamics. The very essence of free markets means we take optimality to be the price or consensus value determined by interacting players. When the probability density stops evolving, its time derivative is zero: hand side is; From calculus it is known that the curl of a gradient is zero. And since the right hand side is a gradient, its curl is also zero ∂Vi ∂xj = ∂Vj ∂xi .
Integrating both sides and recalling that p is a density, so always greater than zero,
where V = bΣ −1 = 1 Σ b and there is a normalizing constant Z = R n e −V . The argument is heuristic and we assume all the necessary nice conditions hold for the integration to make sense. Here V can be thought of as a potential function.
